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anthropocentric
Human-centered.
When we assess animal intelligence we tend to take a very
anthropocentric view.

aspect Of a planet form an aspect with another celestial body.
The air of desertion lent the place a sinister aspect.

backdrop
A painted cloth hung at the back of a theatre stage as part of the
scenery.
The rolling hills that backdropped our camp.

background Provide with background.
He is a lawyer with a sports background.

bias Cause to be biased.
You are biasing my choice by telling me yours.

bigot
A prejudiced person who is intolerant of any opinions differing from his
own.
A racist bigot.

cityscape A picture of a city.
Shades of red brick which once coloured the cityscape.

diorama A miniature film set used for special effects or animation.

facet A smooth surface (as of a bone or cut gemstone.
He studied every facet of the question.

foreground Move into the foreground to make more visible or prominent.
Sexual relationships are foregrounded and idealized.

landscape The genre of landscape painting.
The political landscape looks bleak without a change of administration.

locale The scene of any event or action (especially the place of a meeting.
Her summers were spent in a variety of exotic locales.
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objectively In a way that is not dependent on the mind for existence; actually.
Events should be reported objectively.

objectivity
Judgment based on observable phenomena and uninfluenced by
emotions or personal prejudices.
The piece lacked any objectivity.

outlook A view.
The deteriorating economic outlook.

panorama The visual percept of a region.
The tower offers a wonderful panorama of Prague.

panoramic
(of a view or picture) with a wide view surrounding the observer;
sweeping.
His panoramic vision of post World War I peace.

personally As yourself.
I went there personally.

perspective
A particular attitude towards or way of regarding something; a point of
view.
We must keep a sense of perspective about what he s done.

perspicacity Intelligence manifested by being astute (as in business dealings.
The perspicacity of her remarks.

pomp Ceremonial elegance and splendor.
Entertaining overseas visitors with the right degree of pomp.

preconception A partiality that prevents objective consideration of an issue or situation.
He did not even try to confirm his preconceptions.

prepossess
To cause (a person) to be preoccupied with or by a feeling, notion, etc.;
to preoccupy with or by; to imbue, inspire, or affect strongly beforehand.
The idea of his failure prepossesses him.

scene The pieces of scenery used in a play or opera.
A scene of carnage.

scenery
The painted structures of a stage set that are intended to suggest a
particular locale.
They worked all night painting the scenery.

scenic Providing or relating to views of impressive or beautiful natural scenery.
The trend to scenic figural work.

setting
A piece of metal in which a precious stone or gem is fixed to form a piece
of jewellery.
A romantic house in a wonderful setting beside the River Wye.

standpoint A mental position from which things are viewed.
She writes on religion from the standpoint of a believer.
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values
Beliefs of a person or social group in which they have an emotional
investment (either for or against something.
He has very conservatives values.

vista A mental view of a succession of remembered or anticipated events.
Vistas of freedom seemed to open ahead of him.
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